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ESPAS 20-P

The ESPAS20-P automatic pay station is designed to provide
stand-alone car park systems with a device allowing autonomous system op-
eration 24h without
the continuous presence of an operator.

BASIC COMPONENTS

- Backlit LCD display 20x4
- Multi-language voice synthesis
- Coin acceptor and change giver for up to 6 coin sizes
- Note acceptor and change giver, reads up to 5 note sizes in 4 directions and 

gives change in one (configurable) size
- Thermal printer for issuing lost tickets or printing reports and receipts
- Motorised ticket reader module which prints the receipt on the ticket
- Cash boxes, removable only with a security key
- Heater and pressure ventilation system with electronic temperature control

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

- digital intercom
- analogue intercom
- credit card reader

SPECIAL VERSIONS
 
- ESPAS 20-P HR of size meeting disabled standards (670x 438x 1498 LxWxH)
- ESPAS 20-P PAPER ROLL with paper-roll tickets

     SPECIFICATIONS

- Power supply: 230 Vac/50Hz
- Current absorption in operation: 200 W
- Current absorption when idle: 70 W
- Material: galvanised steel structure, RAL7015 painted
- Weight: 90 Kg
- Operating temperature: from -20°C to +50°C
- Display: Backlit 20x4 LCD
- Coin change giver container capacity: 6 tubes of 50 coins each
   and 2 additional 350-coin hoppers
- Note change giver container capacity: 30 pcs
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ESPAS 30-P

The ESPAS30-P automatic pay station is designed to provide professional car 
park systems with a device offering maximum functionality and performance 
for automatic payment. It must be connected to the system server via an Eth-
ernet network

BASIC COMPONENTS

- 6.5” graphic colour display
- Multi-language voice synthesis
- Coin acceptor and change giver for up to 6 coin sizes
- Note acceptor and change giver, reads up to 4 note sizes in 4 directions and 

gives change in one (configurable) size
- Proximity reader for season ticket renewal
- Printer for issuing lost tickets or printing reports and receipts
- Ticket reader scanner
- Cash boxes, removable only with a security key
- Heater and pressure ventilation system with electronic temperature control

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

- Digital intercom
- Analogue intercom
- Motorised ticket reader module which prints the receipt on the ticket
- Credit card reader with Pin-pad 
- Note change giver, two note sizes

SPECIAL VERSIONS

- ESPAS 30-P HR of size meeting disabled standards (670x 438x 1498 LxWxH)
- ESPAS 30-P PAPER ROLL with paper-roll tickets

     SPECIFICATIONS

 - Power supply: 230 Vac/50Hz
 - Current absorption in operation: 200 W
 - Current absorption when idle: 70 W
 - Material: powder-painted galvanised steel structure
 - Weight: 90 Kg
 - Operating temperature: from -20°C to +50°C
 - Display: 6.5” colour TFT
 - Coin change giver container capacity: 6 tubes of 50 coins 
    each and 2 additional 350-coin hoppers.
 - Note change giver container capacity: 30 pcs
 - Communication interface: Ethernet
 - Proximity reader: RFID 125kHz
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